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Reviewer’s report:

Thank you for the opportunity to revise this manuscript regarding allied health intervention for older persons who present to the ED. Comments and suggests made by the three reviewers have been well addressed by the authors.

Minor Essential Revisions:

Abstract

1) Results:
Wording of the sentence: “On subgroup analysis, allied health intervention significantly reduces admission rate…” I suggest revising the wording if this to: “On subgroup analysis admission rate was less for those who received allied health intervention versus those who did not receive allied health intervention. This difference was significant.”

Discussion

2) Paragraph 3 – sentence beginning: “It appears that the benefit of CCT intervention on admission….,” I suggest removing TIA (OR 0.65) from this sentence as it was not significant (the others were).

3) Paragraph 4 - The sentence: “The use of allied health personnel in ED, over and medical and nursing staff, appears to support this aim.” does not make sense to me. Please revise wording.
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